HOW TO FIND AN ORGANIZATION ON ORGSYNC

Finding the right nest for you!

LOG ONTO ORGSYNC

Visit https://unt.campuslabs.com/engage/
Bookmark this page for future access!

Use your EUID to log in
• ex. John Smith – js1890

CLICK ON 'ORGANIZATIONS' AT THE TOP

Here you will find the database containing over 450 student orgs!

Organizations

Search Organizations

Advanced view

- Academic & Professional
- Creative & Performing Arts
- Cultural & International
- Graduate Student

CHOOSE YOUR CATEGORIES!

On the left hand side, click on 'Select categories' to access the drop down menu.

You can narrow down your search by selecting categories that interest you.

You can choose one category or multiple!

You can also search for key terms in the search engine (i.e. dance, women, business).

CLICK ON THE ORG TO GET MORE INFO

Here you can read the org’s mission statement, get information about meeting times, and access contact information!

ONCE YOU FIND AN ORG THAT YOU LIKE, SEND THEM AN EMAIL CONFIRMING THEIR NEXT MEETING!

EXPLORE DIFFERENT ORGANIZATIONS TO FIND A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN NEST! YOUR LEGACY BEGINS HERE.

Here you will find the database containing over 450 student orgs!
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